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A message from Maria-Ann Camilleri
Our Chief Member Officer
Welcome to the 2nd edition of the People’s Choice Housing Update. The Summer
2021/22 edition hails the awakening of the South Australian property market after
the Christmas break, with early indicators pointing towards 2022 continuing on from
where 2021 left off.
It’s hard to believe that the rapid price growth we first observed in mid-2020 is still
as strong as ever - great news for property owners! First-home-buyers shouldn’t
feel disheartened - there are still numerous opportunities across much of Adelaide.
Almost a year on from the overhaul of South Australia’s planning system, there are a
multitude of subdivision opportunities across much of Adelaide too, many of which
may return a healthy profit.
Being summer, many of you are probably heading to Adelaide’s beautiful beaches
as much as possible. Some of you might even be looking to relocate permanently and we understand. That is why in this edition we have included a focus on how our
coastal areas are performing, as well as a deep-dive into the increasingly popular
southern suburbs.
No matter the price-point, you are likely in an area experiencing rapid price growth.
Our team of experts are here to answer any questions or queries you might have feel free to contact us through one of our many channels.

Residential outlook
For Metropolitan Adelaide

Subdivisions in 2021

1,700 +

Subdivisions
in 2021

99% of
areas
recording
positive
growth

Top performer

Charles Sturt
with 280

Growth for suburbs
within 2.5km of our
branches

Average profit
from subdivisions

$150,000 +

95% of
areas
recording
> 10%
growth

Average of

+26.3%
Number of properties
achievable for
first-home-buyers
$350,000 + 10%

70,819
Total

Top performer

Parkside
+39.2%

Playford
Top LGA

Find a branch or home loan advisor
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Property value growth
Extrapolated from previous 6 months to January 2022, annualised
Adelaide’s residential property market
continues to show rapid growth first
observed early in the pandemic. It is
difficult to find areas with anything less
than 5% growth over the past 6 months,
which would have been considered the
norm 2 years ago.
The inner western suburbs have shown
the greatest acceleration since the
Spring edition, with many areas such
as Torrensville and Brooklyn Park
outstripping their eastern-suburb
counterparts. Areas of the Adelaide Hills
should be a consideration to the savvy
investors, with a range of price-points
being represented by high growth.
Homeowners in all areas of the city will
be happy with the all-encompassing
growth. As South Australia moves back
to the norm there is a high likelihood
that this growth will slow down - pop
into one of our branches to ensure you
make the most out of your property.
Click here to see your suburb’s growth
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More than 20%

2.5% to 5%

10% to 20%

0% to 2.5%

5% to 10%

Less than 0%
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Top performing suburbs near our branches
By 6-month growth annualised within 2.5km of each branch

Branch

Click for details

Top suburb

Within 2.5km of branch

Distance from branch

6-month growth

Median sale price

(km)

Annualised

Observed

Blackwood

Glenalta

1.5

25.9%

$744,838

CBD

Parkside

2.4

39.2%

$1,170,800

Christies Beach

Noarlunga Centre

1.3

30.7%

$391,400

Elizabeth

Elizabeth North

2.1

30.1%

$240,700

Gawler

Gawler East

1.7

13.4%

$412,800

Glenelg

Somerton Park

1.8

18.7%

$943,100

Marion

Hove

1.9

24.1%

$702,400

Modbury

Modbury

0.0

24.7%

$483,600

Mount Barker

Littlehampton

2.4

21.6%

$650,100

Munno Para

Elizabeth North

1.8

30.1%

$240,700

Northpark

Thorngate

2.4

36.5%

$1,130,200

Norwood

Kensington Park

1.8

32.7%

$1,081,500

Salisbury

Parafield Gardens

1.7

24.2%

$423,700

Seaford

Port Noarlunga South

2.4

21.3%

$489,300

West Lakes

West Lakes Shore

1.7

21.3%

$820,000

View the full list of suburbs here
In another remarkable period for Adelaide’s residential property market, 13 of our 15 branches have a suburb within close proximity
experiencing growth in excess of 20% when annualised.
The inner-suburbs continue to lead the way in relation to 6-month annualised growth. Parkside near our CBD branch is the highest
achiever, with an astonishing 39.2% growth. This sort of performance comes at a heavy price, however, with the median sale price in
excess of $1.1 million. It’s a similar story for Thorngate and Kensington Park, both achieving growth in excess of 30% but carrying a price
tag close to $1.1 million. Those looking for something more affordable are well looked after. Of particular note is Elizabeth North near
our Munno Para and Elizabeth branches, and Noarlunga Centre near our Christies Beach branch, both achieving growth in excess of
30%. With an average median sale price of $316,000 for the two of them, they provide an excellent opportunity to invest no matter
your budget.
To describe Gawler East near our Gawler branch and Somerton Park near our Glenelg branch the “lowest” performers doesn’t do their
growth justice. While 13%-19% may seem low in comparison to other areas, it is still in considerable excess of what was the norm a few
years ago.
Our coastal branches of Christies Beach, Glenelg and Seaford indicate there has never been a better time to be living near Adelaide’s
beautiful beaches. An average of close to 24% growth across the three indicates good investments in these regions, which will be
elaborated upon in “looking for a sea-change” on page 5. Price-points in these areas range from around $400,000 up to around $1
million - there are options right across the board for everyone!
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Number of achievable properties for first-home-buyers
Count of properties valued at $350,000 + 10%
The dream of home ownership is
one that’s shared among many young
Australians. For those lucky enough
to be living in Adelaide this dream is
still within reach without considerable
compromise.
The areas at the northern and southern
extremities offer the widest range of
options. The strong growth in recent
years is ensuring that investing in
property is available to not just the
super-rich.
While the pandemic has altered how
many live day-to-day, those looking to
still keep in touch with the CBD have
opportunities to do so, particularly to
the city’s north and north-west. Train
lines to Port Adelaide, Gawler and
Seaford provide other well-connected
options at affordable price-points.
The increasingly popular Adelaide Hills
is a great option for the price point.
The relaxed lifestyle and affordable but
high quality housing ticks many boxes
for first-home-buyers. The variety
of access points back into suburban
Adelaide ensures existing ways of life
can be retained.
Click for more first-home-buyer
information, including Government
grants and schemes

More than 200

50 to 100

150 to 200

25 to 50

100 to 150
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Looking for a sea-change?
6-month growth annualised and median sale price at SA1 level

Median sale price

6-month growth

Living alongside one of
Adelaide’s many beautiful
beaches is a highly
attractive prospect for
many, and the good news is
housing for all price points
is out there.

The pandemic has made
many question the lifestyle
they desire, with an
increasing number opting
to be closer to the beach and understandably so! This
has caused prices in many
coastal areas to sky-rocket
across many price points.

The areas closest to the
CBD are unsurprisingly the
most expensive, attracting
prices in excess of $1
million. However just 5km
to the north of our West
Lakes branch and south of
our Glenelg branch there
are houses a couple blocks
from the beach for as low
as $300,000 - how good
does that sound?

As is the case across most
of Adelaide, those already
in the market have seen
their house value increase
by as much as 20% in the
past 6 months - crazy!
The good news for those
looking for a sea-change is
there are pockets that have
not had the extraordinary
increases observed, instead
a more modest (but still
high) 2.5% to 5% growth
over the past 6 months.
These are located around
our Seaford and West Lakes
branches, but can also be
found in other sporadic
locations.

From North Haven to
Sellicks Beach there are
over 73,000 houses within
1.5km of the coast - there’s
plenty to go around.

Over $500k

More than 25%

$400k to $500k

20% to 25%

$300k to $400k

15% to 20%

$200k to $300k

10% to 15%

$100k to $200k

5% to 10%
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Number of developable properties per suburb
As per the Planning & Design Code, accurate January 2022
Many Adelaide residents are sitting on a
gold-mine and they may not even know
it! If you own a stand-alone property,
you may be able to subdivide it, with
the majority of parcels yielding very
healthy profits.
Let’s address the elephant in the room
- Christies Beach. Suburbs directly
surrounding this branch contribute
more than 10,000 development
opportunities. Click here to find out
more about Christies Beach
Those situated in the north-east and
outer-south have the best chances of
having a subdividable property, with
areas around our Salisbury branch also
standing out. The middle-ring suburbs
of Modbury, West Lakes and Marion
also have healthy stock - combined
with their strong property price growth
in recent times, there may be some
substantial profits in-store.
If your house is older in age and not in
the best condition, subdividing may be a
great way to extract the maximum value
from your property.

More than 4,000

1,000 to 2,000

3,000 to 4,000

500 to 1,000

2,000 to 3,000
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Growth in the outer-south
Extrapolated from previous 6 months to January 2022, annualised
The outer south of Metropolitan
Adelaide is not just home to some
beautiful beaches and close to the
Southern Vales wine region, it is also
very reasonably priced. You can have all
this and see very high property price
growth - location, location, location!

More than 125
100 to 125
75 to 100
50 to 75

As discussed earlier in this edition of
the report, many are looking for a seachange. The lowered necessity of being
close to the CBD due to the pandemic
has meant buyers are willing to look
further-afield and get better bang for
their buck. The relatively affordable
outer south has presented opportunity
for this change in lifestyle.

25 to 50

There’s plenty of different housing
options available too. Recent land
releases in Huntfield Heights and
Hackham, and new and nearnew developments in Woodcroft
offer a broad range of investment
opportunities. It is around these areas
that the strongest price growth has
been observed, largely lending itself to
the attractiveness of owning something
new - and we don’t blame buyers.
Those looking for something more
established are also spoilt for choice,
with areas closer to the coast offering
an option at every price-point.

Highest growth
Suburb

Most affordable

6-month growth
(annualised)

Suburb

10 suburbs where at
least 50% of
residential properties
are subdividable

Median sale
price

Hackham West

31.3%

Hackham West

$369,261

Noarlunga Centre

30.7%

Hackham

$371,150

Huntfield Heights

29.4%

Onkaparinga Hills

$378,500

Woodcroft

29.2%

Christie Downs

$383,675

Seacliff Park

28.8%

Huntfield Heights

$384,150

Kingston Park

28.8%

Noarlunga Centre

$391,400

Seaview Downs

28.2%

O'Sullivan Beach

$394,000

Morphett Vale

27.7%

Morphett Vale

$395,243

Christie Downs

27.0%

Noarlunga Downs

$401,500

Old Reynella

26.8%

Christies Beach

$420,000
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Christie Downs
Hackham West
Huntfield Heights
Morphett Vale
Noarlunga Downs

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

O’Sullivan Beach
Port Noarlunga
Reynella
Reynella East
Trott Park

91% of dividable
properties return a
profit when sold as
subdivided parcels
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We’re a credit union,
which means our
members are our
owners. It also means
any profit we make is
invested right back
into the organisation to
benefit our members
and their communities.

How we’ve helped you
in the last financial year
6,500

5,700

Members achieved the amazing
milestone of a home loan
settlement

Members bought a new car,
renovated their home or
achieved another important goal
with a People’s Choice personal
loan

18,000

Over $800,000

Members protected and
covered with new insurance
policies

Raised for more than 730
not-for-profit organisations
via the annual People’s Choice
Community Lottery

We recognise our responsibility
to care for the environment and
to play our part in addressing
climate change. People’s
Choice is officially certified as
carbon neutral by the Australian
Government’s Climate Active
Carbon Neutral Standard.
Learn more about our
sustainability

WHO WE ARE
PointData is a company that uses machine learning (AI)
to turn big data into insightful property information. Our

Compare our
group, high calibre data scientists and systems engineers
home loans
with extensive modelling, urban planning and spatial data
team of experts is composed of a strong management

WHO
WE ARE
experience.

PointData is a company that uses machine learning (AI)

DYNAMIC APPROACH
to turn big data into insightful property information. Our

Get in touch

team of experts is composed of a strong management
Our approach uses technology to understand and codify
group, high calibre data scientists and systems engineers
behaviour and systems that are operating in the world
with extensive modelling, urban planning and spatial data
around us and representing these as trends and patterns
experience.
that are meaningful and informative to clients.

With PointData

PROPERTY
INTELLIGENCE
Find
a branch

Use our
calculators

AND
SOLUTIONS
or home
loan TO DELIVER
ACCURACY, CONFIDENCE
advisor
AND RESULTS
PROPERTY INTELLIGENCE
AND SOLUTIONS TO DELIVER
ACCURACY, CONFIDENCE
AND RESULTS

DYNAMIC
APPROACH
UNIQUE PROPRIETARY
MODELS

Talk to People’s Choice
or PointData about
how we can help your
home ownership and
development journey.

Our market leading Automated Valuation Model uses
cutting edge technology and machine learning to deliver
rapid and accurate property and land values.

Our approach uses technology to understand and codify
Valeri is our very own artificial intelligence powered
behaviour and systems that are operating in the world
Automated Valuation Model (AVM) that draws on city
around us and representing these as trends and patterns
specific data sets, including sales data and unique
that are meaningful and informative to clients.
proprietary layers to learn patterns and accurately
predict land and property values and market trends.

UNIQUE PROPRIETARY MODELS
Valeri is our very own artificial intelligence powered
Automated Valuation Model (AVM) that draws on city
specific data sets, including sales data and unique
proprietary
layers to learn
patterns and accurately
PURCHASE TO
PROPERTY
AI FEASIBILITY
INTELLIGENCE
ADVICE
predict
land and propertyPLATFORM
values and marketSALE
trends.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT US:

PROPERTY
INTELLIGENCE

AI FEASIBILITY
PLATFORM

MARKET FIRST
AI DRIVEN AVM

INNOVATIVE
METRICS

ACCURACY
& PRECISION

Visit our
website

PropertyAI is our instant property feasibility platform
that uses machine learning to determine the optimal
development outcome for a parcel of land, providing

MARKET FIRST

and
AIconfidence
DRIVEN AVM

INNOVATIVE

Send us
an email

ACCURACY

security
for all stakeholders.
METRICS
& PRECISION

PropertyAI is our instant property feasibility platform

(08) 8227 0372 | www.pointdata.com.au | enquiries@pointdata.com.au

PURCHASE TO
SALE ADVICE

that uses machine learning to determine the optimal
development outcome for a parcel of land, providing
confidence and security for all stakeholders.
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This report is published by Australian Central Credit Union Limited ABN 11 087 651 125 trading as People’s Choice Credit Union of 50 Flinders Street Adelaide SA 5000 (referred to as People’s
Choice within this report). This report is solely for general information purposes and is not to be construed as advice or recommendations. This report has been prepared without taking into
account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any person who may receive this report. We recommend that you seek your own independent legal, financial or other advice before making
any decisions, including whether or not to purchase a property or obtain a loan. A number of assumptions and subjective judgments are made in preparing the report. Different assumptions
and judgments could result in materially different results. People’s Choice Credit Union believes the information in this report is correct and any opinions or conclusions are reasonably held
or made, based on the information available at the time of its compilation. This report contains, and is based on, material provided by third parties. While such material is published with the
necessary permission, People’s Choice Credit Union accepts no responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of any such material. Although we have made every reasonable effort to ensure
the information is free from error, People’s Choice Credit Union does not warrant the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the information, or otherwise endorse it in any way. Except where
contrary to law, People’s Choice Credit Union intends by this notice to exclude liability for the information in this report. The information in this report is subject to change without notice and
People’s Choice Credit Union is under no obligation to update the information or correct any inaccuracy which may become apparent at a later date. Australian Credit Licence 244310.

© Copyright 2022 PointData Pty Ltd and its licensors.
All information, data (including the Data) and content in the Product, without limitation, is protected by Australian and international copyright and other intellectual property laws. You undertake,
represent and warrant to us (for ourselves and on behalf of our licensors) not engage in any conduct or do anything which interferes with or breaches those laws or the intellectual property rights
in the Product or Data.

